October 13, 2022

DESIGNER / ARCHITECT 3-6 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE:
Denver / Boulder Colorado – Full Time Employment

Arch11 is seeking experienced, talented individuals with 3-6 years of experience to join our
growing team for collaboration on transformative projects across the United States.
We value curiosity, creativity, innovation, diversity and vision and believe great ideas are even
better in collaborative atmosphere. We encourage our team members to share their wildest
ideas, innovations and magic. Our design culture truly honors the best ideas. We are keen
listeners and find design inspiration from broad sources and conversations. At Arch11, we seek
to inspire one another in problem-solving, growth and expanding our own pre-conceptions to
advance our craft and deliver projects beyond our clients’ expectations. Arch11 offers an
opportunity to grow professionally through cutting edge design, a robust pipeline of projects
and work with outstanding colleagues.
With each project, we focus on a fourfold: spaces that are bound to and emerge from their
sites, technology that illustrates the evolution of craft, excellence at every scale of detail, and
celebrating the sensual in common places and uncommon materials. Our work is locally
responsive yet assumes a global perspective, celebrates modern lifestyles, is carbon
responsible, and artistically cool.
Arch11 is a firm committed to equity and inclusivity. We are focused on a culture of design and
lives well lived. We strive to support the nuances of working through the current situation of
COVID and take the lessons learned into the post COVID environment. We support flexibility in
the work environment while navigating the completion of our exceptional work. We are
competitive in compensation and benefits and maintain highly creative and engaging
working environments.
Join us.
Please submit cover letter, resume, and portfolio of work to HR@arch11.com
To see our work, visit www.arch11.com
Position Requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bachelor’s or master’s degree in architecture from an accredited institution
3+ years of architectural experience preferably within high end modern residential
Understanding and knowledge of building codes, zoning regulations, building
construction, building systems and site requirements
Proficiency in Revit, AutoCAD, SketchUp, Adobe Design Suite (Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign), and Microsoft Office suite is required
English language proficiency required.
LEED AP is preferred
Passive Haus certification and experience most welcome.

Culture, Compensation & Benefits
In the post-Covid world we are offering flexible work conditions. While most of us work
remotely, we encourage using the studios for in-person collaboration, model-making and
meetings. Relocation to Colorado is not required but working with us may be a good excuse to
pick up and move here.
We offer full health coverage, matching Simple IRA and schedule flexibility predominantly
during normal business hours. Salary is from $54,000 - $75,000 a year.
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